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Case Study (Fictitious)
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John is a system administrator for a medium-sized hospital in the Midwest. John has
completed his Novell CNA and Microsoft MCSE certifications and feels capable of taking
on most of his organizations system administration issues. Like most system
administrators, John performs a number of duties. Just a few of John’s responsibilities
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include creating user accounts, maintaining the hospital’s SQL databases, administering email, and managing system backups. John is also responsible for his companies Internet
connection. John’s company is preparing to buy several of the small clinics in his
community, but only the top echelon in his corporation know this. John doesn’t even
know this.
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John’s workday had been pretty uneventful. He helped a few users reset their forgotten
passwords. He created new Novell and NT accounts for a new receptionist that was just
hired. He cleaned a couple of pesky word macro viruses off of a physician’s computer. It
had been a pretty routine day. John had completed everything that couldn’t wait until
tomorrow and besides it was 8:00 pm, so John went home. Later that night, as John was
settling down into his favorite recliner with a fresh glass of iced tea (with lemon) and a
new book, the phone rang.
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“Hello, you have reached the Doe residence…”, said John.
“This is Mr. Bigg.” This made John a little nervous since Mr. Bigg is the Chief Financial
Officer of the hospital that John works for. “Did you see the Channel 3 News this
evening?”
“Well… Uh, no I haven’t Sir”, stammered John.
“They just ran a story about the clinics that we intend to purchase here in town.”
“I didn’t know we were purchasing any clinics”, questioned John.
“That’s why I’m talking to you now. Nobody was supposed to know. They had dates
and dollar amounts. It was like they had been reading my e-mail.”
“Oh…” was all that John could muster.
“I need to know how they got this information, and I need to know tomorrow.”
“Yes Sir, I will do my best Sir…”
John told Mr. Bigg that he would do his best, but what can he really do. He hasn’t been
trained
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firewall log, but what would that tell him? Maybe the problem was that somebody in the
hospital who knew of the purchase talked to the press. Or maybe it was one of those email worms that he had read about.
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“Where do I start?” John mumbled to himself.
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“Where do I start?”

The Problem
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Does this story sound familiar? It sounds more familiar than most IT professionals would
like to admit. How did John get himself into this situation? Even more important than
that, how can John keep from getting into the same situation in the future?
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Most information technology departments are being consumed by the very technologies
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that they are supposed to be implementing and supporting. More and more often IT
professionals are being forced to manage and maintain systems on which they have little
or no expertise. Many organizations rush to generate web presences, hurry to start
processing e-commerce transactions, or rush to provide remote access for their employees
while the training and funding to secure these endeavors is overlooked. It is estimated
that while information security staffing has doubled in the last seven years, only .06% of a
company’s work force is dedicated to information security. When you do the math, this
equates to three security professionals for a company of 5000 employees. That coupled
with the fact that only an estimated 5.83% of current information security activities are
outsourced, you see that the majority of information security activities are performed
within an organization by its own staff.1
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How did we get here, you ask? We are still trying to remove ourselves, as an industry,
from the old attitudes surrounding information security. I’m sure that John has heard
many times in his career: “Why would someone attack us? We don’t have anything that
anybody wants”, or “We don’t have any enemies”. Attitudes like these have kept us in
the information security dark ages until just recently.
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Every corporation has information that needs to be protected. Nearly all human resource
departments have employee demographics online, as do nearly all payroll departments.
The customers that our organizations service have information security needs also.
Corporate databases may contain credit card information, medical information, billing
addresses, cellular telephone numbers, etc. all of which they would like to keep private.
Sensitive data aside, nearly every corporation has an Internet home page that needs to be
secured. What damages could result if a corporation’s image or reputation were damaged
due to electronic vandalism? The losses could be immeasurable.
According to the Computer Security Institute (CSI) Computer Crime and Security
Survey,
ninety percent
its 643
respondents
have
detected
security
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in the last year, while seventy percent reported those breaches as serious. Seventy-four
percent of the CSI survey respondents acknowledged financial loss due to those breaches.
The total loss among the 273 survey participants who were willing to qualify their losses
was $265,589,940. This equates to over $970,000 in annual loss for each organization
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surveyed.2
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It would not be realistic to expect zero loss if each of the above companies had budgeted
an extra $970,000 for computer security, but the number of companies suffering serious
loss and the seriousness of those losses could surely have been reduced.

The Solution
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Our fictitious friend John from the example above is in a bit above his head now, but
what would have helped him? What will help him in the future?
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Would effective information security policies have helped?
Information security policies are important. Policies give organizations recourse when
their employees do bad things. They are also a means of communicating an
organization’s expectations with its employees. But are policies really an effective
means to prevent computer security incidents? Research done by Information
Security Magazine says “no”. In fact, the magazine’s research shows just the
opposite. Companies who have security policies in place report more security
incidents than their non-policied counterparts.3 There may be a number of reasons
that this is true, with organization size probably playing the biggest roll, but it is
obvious that security policies alone do not work. Security policies may have made
John’s superiors more aware of their risks, and offered some guidance toward
industry standards, but probably would not have solved all of John’s computer
security problems.
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Would an increased information security budget have helped?
An increased information security budget would almost certainly have helped John in
his security endeavors. With an increased budget, John could have bought the latest
virus scanning software, upgraded his firewall, implemented VPN, bought intrusion
detection systems, etc. With an increased budget, John could have hired security
consultants to come in and install these new systems. This would most certainly have
helped John, right? It probably would not have helped John as much as he would
have hoped. Adding these systems and tools to his arsenal would have potentially
alerted John to some major problems, but they wouldn’t have solved John’s
fundamental problem… Training. John probably wouldn’t have known how to
interpret all of his new data or what to do with the data that he could interpret.
Would Information security training have helped John better protect his organizations
information?
cannotFA27
stress2F94
the importance
information
security
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Like most information technology professionals, John has to work overtime just to
get his work done. Sure, John has been to training classes on some of the applications
and systems that he is supposed to support. He can register a patient with his eyes
closed. He can tell you how information moves from the blood gas analyzer to the
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laboratory information system and John has managed to keep current with his two
certifications, but he hasn’t had time for any formal security training. Concepts like
layered security, defense in depth, PKI, man in the middle attack, penetration testing,
SYN flooding, etc. have little meaning to John. One has to look only as far as the
SANS Institutes own web site to find evidence that this is true. In a group of 1850
security managers and experts meeting in Baltimore, MD in 1999, it was discerned
that the number one management error that leads to computer security vulnerabilities
is assigning untrained staff to maintain security without giving them the time or
training to succeed.4
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The true solution here, of course, is a combination of all three. No single solution will
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solve every security issue that a company will be faced with, or even a majority of them.
It is mandatory for John’s company to have a thorough set of information security
policies in place. John’s company needs e-mail content policies, acceptable use policies,
physical access policies, remote access policies, etc. Having these policies in place will
give the employees in John’s organization a firm understanding of what is expected of
them in regards to information security. It also gives John’s organization the ability to
take disciplinary action against employees misusing information resources. These policies
also set a baseline from which John’s organization can measure itself in terms of
compliance and industry standards. Without an information security budget and buy-in
from senior management, though, John’s company may not be able to enforce its own
policies. It does no good, for instance, for John’s company to have an e-mail content
policy, if the company is unable or unwilling to inspect e-mail content. It is necessary for
John’s organization to provide the funding and support to purchase and implement
technology to aid in the furtherance of its own security initiatives. More important than
any policy and any budget is to have trained knowledgeable information security
professionals on staff. Training, experience and more importantly, time is required to
develop a mere mortal into an information security professional. Doctors aren’t made
overnight and neither are security professionals. You don’t give a scalpel to a respiratory
therapist and you don’t give a penetration-testing tool to a novice. Both lead to more
harm than good.

The costs associated with providing information security can be high. And the costs are
high not just in terms of dollars, but also in terms of time. Security training such as that
offered by The SANS Institute can cost as little as $550 for a one-day course, or as much
as $3600 dollars for an eight-day Microsoft Windows security course.5 Even with IT
training
budgets=on
the rise,
and
nearly
doubling
199906E4
and 2000,
average IT
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training budget for companies who have more than 100 employees is between $1000 and
$1500 per employee annually.6 When you add in transportation, hotel, etc. IT training
budgets don’t come close to covering the costs of comprehensive information security
training programs. But, the real roadblock to providing IT professionals security training
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is time. If John, the character from our example, were to take a one-week leave of
absence to attend information security training, his organization would be lost by the time
he returned. It would take him two or three weeks just to catch back up which also
represents a great cost to his corporation. Neither he, nor his company, can afford his
time off, but then again they can’t afford for him not to go either. Some companies try to
solve this dilemma by outsourcing their computer security needs. But those costs are also
high. It is not uncommon for an information security consulting firm to charge $250 or
more per hour. The problem with these companies is that many times the “professionals”
that they have employed have little more training or experience than the staff that they are
being hired to augment. And even worse, when they leave, many times the knowledge
leaves with them.
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As shown, the costs associated with information security training can be high. But are the
costs of not providing training any less? I don’t think so. Just one sexual harassment
lawsuit prompted by inappropriate e-mail or Internet use could easily cost a corporation
its entire IT training budget. It is estimated that in 1999, malicious virus attacks alone cost
organizations over $12 Billion.7 This number doesn’t take into account the monetary and
reputation damage inflicted upon corporations by the theft of credit card and personal
identity information. With continually increasing consumer and corporate Internet
activity, and the increasing numbers and severity of attacks, this amount may well be
growing.
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It is almost certain that if organizations were to increase their investment in the quantity
and quality of training, and provide their employees with adequate time to complete their
training, severe information security breaches would become the exception rather than the
norm.
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Case Study (Fictitious) Continued…
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Would John have solved his problems without all of this? Probably. After John’s efforts
to discover the source of the breach failed, John would recommend that his corporation
hire an information security consulting firm to investigate the suspected security breach.
It would have probably been found that a hole had been configured through the hospital’s
firewall to allow the vendor of the hospital’s medical records system remote access
capabilities to all medical records workstations in order to support their application. And
it would have also been found that one of the workstations in the medical records
department at the hospital that John works for had been remotely accessed several times
each day for the last month. Upon further investigation, it would have been found that
packet capturing software had been installed on the frequently accessed workstation.
Looking
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compromised workstation happened to be connected to the same network hub that the
CFO’s computer was connected to and thus the mystery and all of John’s problems are
solved…
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Yeah right!
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